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Attention has become the most widely adopted 
global context module    

But how irreplaceable is it?



Matrix Decomposition/Factorization as noise-removal

Using classic techniques of matrix decomposition, we can factorize a matrix into a 
low-rank reconstruction and noise.



Modelling Global context / long-range dependencies

Observation 1: long-range dependencies can be modelled through low-rank

● Long-range dependencies -> correlation -> low-rank
● Interestingly, self-attention matrices are also known to have a low-rank 

structure:



Modelling Global context / long-range dependencies

Observation 2: “Vanilla” CNN’s extract features that are too local for tasks 
requiring global context



Key Idea

“Learn global context by extracting the (low-rank) clean signal subspace of inputs 
using classic matrix decomposition, which filters out the redundancy and 
incompleteness (of vanilla CNN’s) at the same time.”

● By-product of the low-rank assumption 
is efficiency in terms of computation 
and memory

● This is implemented through the 
“Hamburger” architecture



How does that look like?



How does that look like?

Turn image tensors                            into hyper-pixels 



Thus, we’re modelling the global context as a low-rank recovery problem with 
matrix decomposition as its solution.



Matrix decomposition part (Ham)



Sounds cool, but how do I compute gradients?



Approximation to BPTT

Imagine we have some iterative process with input x, output y and intermediate 
output h_i, and 2 operators/functions F and G:

In the BPTT algorithm the Jacobian matrix then follows from the Chain rule:



Approximation to BPTT

Big problem: Gradients can become very ill-behaved in such scheme. (specifically 
when t becomes large)

The problematic scale of the gradients arise from the multiplication term and summation of a 
potentially infinite series when t -> infinity.

Solution: View the summation as a series & only consider the first term (last step of 
optimization)

(one-step gradient)



Approximation to BPTT

Terms should vanish as t increases:

Besides, they reach higher scores on tasks using One-Step & 

it reduce complexity from O(t) -> O(1)



Experiments

Ablation Study on PASCAL VOC dataset:



Experiments

Screening latent dimensions r, d & optimization iterations K:

note: Attention -> O(n^2d), MD -> O(ndr)



Experiments
SOTA performance on PASCAL VOC dataset



The end


